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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies 

Jaresiah 3298 ## Ya`areshyah {yah-ar-esh-yaw'}; from an unused root of uncertain signification and 3050; 
Jaareshjah, an Israelite: -- {Jaresiah}. 

signification 0880 # aphonos {af'-o-nos}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and 5456; voiceless, i.e. mute (by nature or 
choice); figuratively, unmeaning: -- dumb, without {signification}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions. 

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's 
Dictionary in English Word order. 

signification 00815 ## 'eshel {ay'- shel} ; from a root of uncertain {signification} ; a tamarisk tree ; by extension , a 
grove of any kind : -- grove , tree . 

signification 02407 ## Chattuwsh {khat-toosh'} ; from an unused root of uncertain {signification} ; Chattush , the name 
of four or five Israelites : -- Hattush . 

signification 02415 ## choter {kho'- ter} ; from an unused root of uncertain {signification} ; a twig : -- rod . 

signification 02651 ## chophen {kho'- fen} ; from an unused root of uncertain {signification} ; a fist (only in the dual) : 
-- fists , (both) hands , hand (- ful) . 

signification 03298 ## Ya` areshyah {yah-ar-esh-yaw'} ; from an unused root of uncertain {signification} and 03050 ; 
Jaareshjah , an Israelite : -- Jaresiah . 

signification 03391 ## yerach {yeh'- rakh} ; from a unused root of uncertain {signification} ; a lunation , i . e . month : -
- month , moon . 

signification 03850 ## Lod {lode} ; from an unused root of uncertain {signification} ; Lod , a place in Palestine : --
Lod . 

signification 04997 ## no'd {node} ; or no'wd {node} ; also (feminine) no'dah {no-daw'} ; from an unused root of 
uncertain {signification} ; a (skin or leather) bag (for fluids) : -- bottle . 

signification 0880 - aphonos {af'-o-nos}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and 5456; voiceless, i.e. mute (by nature or 
choice); figuratively, unmeaning: -- dumb, without {signification}. 

signification 5103 - Titos {tee'-tos}; of Latin origin but uncertain {signification}; Titus, a Christian: -- Titus. ***. tio. 
See 5099. ***. to. See 3588. 

significations 4253 - pro {pro}; a primary preposition; " fore " , i.e. in front of, prior (figuratively, superior) to: --
above, ago, before, or ever. In comparison it retains the same {significations}. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0880 + dumb + the dumb + signification + of them is without +/ . aphonos {af'-o-nos}; from 0001 + Alpha (as a 
negative particle) and 5456 + voice + sound + voices + abroad + a voice + my voice + his voice + the voice + The 
voice + of voices + the sound + and voices + And a voice + their voices + as the voice + up her voice + as the sound + 
of the voice + up his voice + it the voice + not the voice + there a voice + And the voice + and the sound + and his 
voice + and the voice + But the voice + And the voices + I am the voice + with the voice + up their voice + yet the 
voices + up their voices + was as the sound + them and a voice + and as the voice + was there a voice + as soon as 
the voice + as it were the voice + as it were the noise + upon him and a voice + and there were voices + And there 
were voices + saying It is the voice + in thee ; and the sound + in thee ; and the voice +/ ; voiceless, i .e . mute (by 
nature or choice); figuratively, unmeaning: --dumb, without signification . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words in 
the English. 

1 * signification 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is translated 
from the original Greek and Hebrew. 

signification 0880 ** aphonos ** dumb, without {signification}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated from 
the English word. 

signification 0880 aphonos * {signification} , {0880 aphonos } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. English list 
of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered to 5,624 * Unique 
English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254 

* signification , 0880 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

signification - 0880 dumb, {signification}, without,



One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signification 46_1CO_14_10 # There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] 
without signification.



Two Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signification 46_1CO_14_10 # There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] 
without signification.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signification 46_1CO_14_10 # There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] 
without signification.



Four Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signification 46_1CO_14_10 # There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] 
without signification.



Five Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signification 46_1CO_14_10 # There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] 
without signification.



Six Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signification 46_1CO_14_10 # There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] 
without signification.



Seven Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signification 46_1CO_14_10 # There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] 
without signification.
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

signification , 46_1CO_14_10,
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Bible Phrases for Individual word studies 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

signification ^ 46_1CO_14_10 / signification /^ 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies 

signification ......... signification 0880 -aphonos-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

signification 46_1CO_14_10 There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the world, and none of them [is] without 
{signification}. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

signification ^ 46_1CO_14_10 <1487> There are <2076> (5748), it may be <5177> (5630), so many <5118> kinds 
<1085> of voices <5456> in <1722> the world <2889>, and <2532> none of them <3762> is without {signification} 
<0880> (5625) <0846>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number 

Language Tranliteration of original language words

signification 46_1CO_14_10 There are , it may be , so (5118 -tosoutos -) many (5118 -tosoutos -) kinds (1085 -genos -) 
of voices (5456 -phone -) in the world (2889 -kosmos -) , and none (3762 -oudeis -) of them [ is ] without (0880 -
aphonos -) {signification} (0880 -aphonos -) . 
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